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Four phases can be identified within the period that spans Robin

on a monitor left on the floor alongside the ephemeral drawing for
the duration of the exhibition. In the third phase, starting in 2004–

Life Performs Art

instruments such as a trumpet, drums, and a bass dripping in

Rhode’s artistic trajectory from 2000 to 2009, phases that mark
the evolution of Rhode’s work and signal shifts in its critical

5, medium-based exhibitions featured Rhode’s work as drawing (I

In her seminal introduction to performance art, Performance:

painting and the works of the Japanese Gutaï group. But The

reception against the larger backdrop of the global art world,

Still Believe in Miracles, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris,

Live Art since 1960, RoseLee Goldberg wrote that her research

Score was also a musical act. In it, Rhode made pointed references

from the Johannesburg biennials of the mid-1990s, which he

2005), photography (New Photography, Museum of Modern Art,

“showed me how certain ideas in a painting or a sculpture,

to the history of jazz and to entertainment as a stereotypical site

attended as an art student, to Prospect.1 New Orleans, the latest

2005), or video and video animation, as a result of Rhode’s slow

which as a traditional art historian I might have looked for in

of black representation. Rhode kept his back obstinately turned

and largest biennial in the United States, in which he participated

departure from live performances and increasing production in

other paintings or sculptures, often originated in some sort

to the seated audience (in the antispectacle fashion adopted by

paint, in a manner reminiscent of American abstract expressionist

these media. Since 2007, solo museum exhibitions—the Wexner

of performed action” and that “the history of performance

Miles Davis) and smeared his face and hands in paint to comical

Center’s Catch Air (2009), as well as earlier exhibitions at the Haus

throughout the twentieth century showed performance to be an

blackface effect. Remarkably, the scene took place to a prerecorded

The first phase, around 2000, marks Rhode’s emergence on the

der Kunst (Walk Off, 2007) in Munich and the Hayward Gallery

experimental laboratory for some of the most original and radical

musical score for which Rhode had mimicked the sound of each

South African art scene following his formative years in Cape

(Who Saw Who, 2008) in London—are affording a comprehensive

art forms.”1 Following Goldberg’s idea about the revolutionary

of the featured instruments, turning himself into a human beat-

Town and Johannesburg. At that time, he established what was

look at Rhode’s varied practice, which has expanded further in

nature of the visual arts as an experimental field for most other

box and bringing mimicry to a sonic level.3 The Score also harked

to become his signature style of drawing-based performances

the realms of both visual arts (sculpture and installations) and

art forms, I would like to suggest that Rhode performs the visual

back to the history of performance itself as described by artist

in mostly urban settings: works created in prominent public

performing arts (dance and theater).

arts, and in so doing reveals the missing links between artistic

Adrian Piper, according to whom the first works of “performance-

practices traditionally thought of as autonomous. Indeed, when

based ‘intermedia’ art” or “conceptual art” “emerged out of

as an artist.

spaces—on the walls of the House of Parliament (Park Bench,
2000), the former slave lodge and current South African Cultural

Despite the many forms that Rhode’s work has taken, the

Rhode slashes drips of paint across a gallery wall to draw a jazz

changes in the relationships between scores, their realization

History Museum (Getaway, 2000), and the South African National

many artistic categories to which it has been assigned, and

ensemble, he does not so much paint as he performs painting,

and the documentation of performed events.”4 The Score was

Gallery (Upside Down Bike [Red, Yellow, Blue], 2000)—and on

the many contexts in which it has been featured, performance

just as he performs sculpture when he throws drawings of Judd-

an act of total performance, built on the legacy of experimental

oil-stained sidewalks (He Got Game, 2000), with notable, if rare,

has remained the cornerstone of his practice throughout this

like stacks to a brick wall. By bringing sculpture within the field of

performance of the 1970s and delivered in myriad performative

incursions into art galleries (Leak, 2000, South African National

near decade. The brief overview above was meant to establish

performance, he accomplishes something akin to Richard Serra’s

traditions.

Gallery). The second phase, from his American “discovery” at

just that point (for fear, perhaps, that market forces may direct

sculptural performance at the Guggenheim Museum in Matthew

the Walker Art Center in 2003 to his New York consecration

his work toward more object-based practices). The balance of

Barney’s Cremaster 3 (2002). Rhode’s work is a key example of

Other acts of painting have also taken place in works such as The

the following year, is marked by the predominance of live

this essay is concerned with the specific ways Rhode has used

“visual art performance” (an expression coined by Goldberg) that

Shower (digital animation, 2004). Possibly a self-portrait—the

performances in museum settings and the growing concern for

performance to challenge and complicate long-standing art

also reverses the terms of twentieth-century performance art. In

only one from among a plethora of often largely autobiographical

their documentation through video and photography. Car Theft

historical concerns and to tackle race politics from a uniquely

his work, “life performs art” rather than “art performs life.”2

works—in the vein of Bruce Nauman’s Self-portrait as a Fountain

(1998/2003), presented at the Walker on the opening night of the

South African viewpoint, with a complex subcultural vernacular.

(1966), The Shower shows Rhode naked, from the back, taking

exhibition How Latitudes Become Forms set the standards for

A second interest is in examining how these two strategies

a shower of paint in a white and narrow corridor-like space,
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another Nauman cameo. The sheer outpouring of “water” makes

other, Rhode’s aesthetics and politics ultimately combine in ways

In many instances, Rhode tackles sculpture, as well as painting

performed painting, in this work. The Shower also crosses over

that make his work both easy to recognize and hard to classify.

and music, in a more or less direct manner, but always with an

to sculpture, as Rhode displays his body in the nude and contorts

Behavior). In each case, after the artist’s live performance during

Strands of classicism, romanticism, and vanguardism are all

acute sense of art historical continuity. One of his most significant

it—consciously or accidentally?—into contraposto postures, as

an opening event, unedited video documentation was displayed

evident, along with undeniable political overtones.

acts of painting unfolds during The Score, for which he performed

if enacting a live neoclassical sculpture. One of Rhode’s most

several live performances in New York art venues the following

intersect. Yet whether one can be seen as a result of the other

year: The Score (2004, Artists Space, in an exhibition also titled

or both occur in tandem, constantly feeding and playing off each

The Score), Night Caller (2004, Perry Rubenstein Gallery), Break
In (2004, New Museum Chelsea, in the exhibition Adaptive
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for too much paint not to see painting, or at least an act of

Rhode had mimicked the sound of each of
the featured instruments, turning himself
into a human beat-box and bringing
mimicry to a sonic level.—CLAIRE TANCONS

expressive and personal works to date, The Shower is an instance
of Rhode combining performances of painting and sculpture, and
inserting himself in the history of performance in another act of
total performance.
With Break In—a breakthrough in several ways—Rhode offered
the spectacle of his own brand of conceptual sculpture. Not
only did Rhode, clad in his usual streetwear, finally manage to
break into a car—an attempt repeated in countless performances
over the years—but he also succeeded in making a crack into
the two-dimensional plane with which he had been contending
for so long. Here, unlike in other similar performances, the car
was drawn on a three-dimensional object, an empty rectangle
of conglomerate wood, rather than a two-dimensional wall, and
Rhode penetrated the car’s space after he broke through its
window with a metallic bar. The car was already an object, yet
still a drawing, and so a turning point in Rhode’s transition from
drawing to object through a performed sculpture. The sculptures
that have emerged since 2007 (they first premiered in the United
States at Rhode’s 2007 solo show at Perry Rubenstein Gallery in
New York) are detoured or performed objects, objects detoured
from their original purpose or cast in an unusual material through
or for the purpose of an act of performance. In Soap and Water
(2007), for instance, Rhode seems to dare the viewer to pick up
a bucket of water to dilute a nearby bicycle of soap, thus further
dismissing the fantasy of that object’s functionality.
In many ways, Rhode’s performances set the stage for a theater
of the absurd on which acts of painting, sculpture, and music are
played out. In turn, the objects and sculptures he creates recall or
project acts of performances that may or may not occur and live
only, as does much of Rhode’s work, in a world of fantasy.

the score (still), 2004
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Juggla (detail), 2007

Politics of the Performing Body

would compose the ethnic mix to which the category “coloured”

Rhode’s work is as entrenched in the politics of performance as in

would be applied, the slave lodge is itself the ground zero of the

politics. As the port of entry for the many populations that

its aesthetics. In “The Politics of Naming,” South African political

South African coloured experience. Getaway is less an attempt

scientist Thiven Reddy writes: “When state praxis has the effect

at creating space than an escape from space and a refusal of

of making an area of personal identity open to public debate and

confinement in even the limits of a possible “third space.” Color

personal contestation, personal identity becomes politicized.…

Chart (2004–7) further complicates Rhode’s politics. Beneath the

In this situation the distinction between personal and public

reference to, on the one hand, painterly experiments with color

space becomes blurred.… The personal is the political.”5 During

charts and, on the other hand, South Africa’s racial colour system

apartheid, and to a large extent after apartheid as well, racial

lies a deeper connection with coloured identity specifically. The

signifiers such as “white,” “Bantu,” “Indian,” and “coloured”

mono- or bichromatic garments worn by the various characters

defined the private and public experience of South Africans.

in Color Chart are reminiscent of the costumes of the Klopse,

Among these groups, “Coloureds” (as they became officially

the marching bands of the Cape Town Carnival, organized

named in the 1950 Population Registration Act following

according to their club’s emblematic colors. Formerly known as

sustained attempts to define “mixed-raced” populations in

the Coon Carnival and born out of coloured culture, the Cape

colonial discourse since the so-called 1905 South African Native

Town Carnival is now known in Cape Town as the Kaapse

Affairs Commission or Sanac report) were cast as the ultimate

Klopse Karnival. The carnival’s elements of minstrelsy appeared

Other, and the category “function[ed] to hold the whole system

in the late-nineteenth century under the influence of traveling

of classification in South Africa together.”6

American blackface minstrel troupes, and by the time the
apartheid era came about, it had become a Minstrel Carnival—

In his work, Rhode, a native Capetonian, who would have been

another one of its contemporary appellations.8 Rhode previously

classified under these terms, uses coded references to coloured

made covert references to blackface in The Score and more overt

culture within the specific context of South Africa’s racial history

references to minstrelsy in Juggla (2007). In The Score, he did not

in a way that makes a dent not just in the historical apartheid

blacken his face inadvertently, merely as a result of attempting

system but also, if ambiguously, in the contemporary discourse

to play instruments of paint. He also chose to make a reference

about multiculturalism as well. The latter discourse feeds off

to blackface minstrelsy within the context of the stereotypical

ideas centered around the notion of “hybridity” that were once

representations of black entertainment.9 In Juggla, the figure of

popular in postcolonial studies but have been questioned by

his juggler in ragged clothes and top hat seems to be as much a

South African scholars working on coloured identity for the way

descendant of an American minstrel as of a South African street

such concepts buy into biological rhetoric about identity and the

performer, in a interesting shift in Rhode’s characterization of

attendant notion of “in-betweeness” or “third space.”7 Getaway,

street performers from hip-hop influenced contemporary figures

a performance in which Rhode simulates an escape from Cape

to historically rooted representations of black entertainers that

Town’s former slave lodge, can be seen as “performing degree

is itself in keeping with current—and controversial—theories

zero” or “performing ground zero” for the artist’s own identity

linking hip-hop with minstrelsy.
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stone flag (detail), 2004
color chart (detail), 2004-7

Colorless Flag
Rhode realized Stone Flag (2004) in the courtyard of his parents’
house in Johannesburg at the same time as he created Color Chart.
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In Stone Flag, Rhode lies on the same cracked cement ground

2. The phrase “art performs life” comes from the

onto which a golden sun casts shadows of clotheslines and pins.

Walker Art Center in 1998, which paid homage

8. The historical and contemporary manifestations

to the work of Merce Cunningham, Meredith

of the Cape Town Carnival are complex and

Monk, and Bill T. Jones, three outstanding

fraught with controversial interpretations. For

the mask of a construction worker, and with this white-clad

dance performers who made “life” the center

an introductory overview, see Denis-Constant

character, who agitates a flag of bricks, he seems to be bringing

of their art in the wake of the experimentation

Martin, Coon Carnival: New Year in Cape Town,

with the everyday carried out by dancers and

Past and Present (Cape Town: David Philip

Color Chart to an aesthetic conclusion.10 His construction worker

artists associated with the Judson Memorial

Publishers, 1999).

outfit and his flag of bricks may well amount to a political

highlighted the way that they had laid the path

9. My interpretations of works such as The Score,

statement about the constructed nature of identity, personal

to revolutionary experimentation in dance, not

Color Chart, and Juggla from the standpoint of

through the vocabulary of dance or the grammar

Cape Town’s coloured culture emanate from

of choreography, but through the language of the

various informal live and e-mail conversations

visual arts.

with the artist between 2004 and 2007.
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with the color theory of light in which white is the
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combination of the primary colors red, green, and
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blue. In Color Chart, on the other hand, the colors

He wears a white overall designed for the occasion along with

and collective, under one colorless flag that waves away from

Shaped by Place, 169.

exhibition Art Performs Life organized by the

Church in the 1960s. The exhibition also

the readymade rainbow politics of post-apartheid South Africa
and global multiculturalism, a flag upheld by Rhode as a testimony
to the personal life experience in which he has delved to
perform art.
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